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Abstract. The inheritance anomaly [23] refers to the serious difficulty 
in combining inheritance and concurrency in a simple and satisfactory 
way within a concurrent object-oriented language. The problem is closely 
connected with the need to impose synchronization constraints on the 
acceptance of a message by an object. In most concurrent object-oriented 
languages this synchronization is achieved by synchronization code con- 
trolling the acceptance of messages by objects. Synchronization code is 
often hard to inherit and tends to require extensive redefinitions. The 
solutions that have appeared so far in the literature to  alleviate this 
problem seem to implicitly assume that better, more reusable, mech- 
anisms are needed to create and structure synchronization code. The 
approach taken in this paper is to consider the inheritance anomaly as a 
problem caused by the very presence of synchronization code. The goal 
is then to completely eliminate synchronization code. This is achieved by 
using order-sorted rewriting logic, an abstract model of concurrent com- 
putation that is machine-independent and extremely fine grain, and that 
can be used directly to program concurrent object-oriented systems. Our 
proposed solution involves a distinction between two different notions of 
inheritance, a type-theoretic one called class inheritance, and a notion 
called module inheritance that supports reuse and modification of code. 
These two different notions address two different ways in which the in- 
heritance anomaly can appear; for each of them we propose declarative 
solutions in which no explicit synchronization code is ever used. 

1 Introduction 

T h e  te rm “inheritance anomaly” has been coined by Satoshi Matsuoka and Aki- 
nori Yonezawa [23] to describe what is widely recognized as a serious difficulty in 
combining inheritance and concurrency in a simple and satisfactory way within 
a concurrent object-oriented language. Early references pointing out serious dif- 
ficulties in this area include [20, 32, 35, 61. 
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The problem is closely connected with the need to  impose synchronization 
constraints on the acceptance of a message by an object. A well-known example 
is a bounded buffer, where a put message should be accepted only if the buffer 
is not full, and a get message should be accepted only if the buffer is not empty. 

In most concurrent object-oriented languages this synchronization is achieved 
by special code controlling how the messages will be accepted. The code per- 
forming such control is called synchronization code. The problem is that often 
this kind of synchronization code is hard to inherit and tends to require exten- 
sive redefinitions. This difficulty has been illustrated by a number of examples 
in the literature. Indeed, the problem is considered so thorny that a number 
of well-known concurrent object-oriented languages such as POOL/T [6], Act1 
[22], and ABCL/1 [37] have given up supporting inheritance as a basic language 
feature. 

A number of proposals to  alleviate this problem have appeared in the litera- 
ture, including [20, 35, 33, 7 ,  31, 36, 23, 19, 91. It seems fair to  say that,  although 
some good progress has been made, the problem is considered far from solved. 
Matsuoka and Yonezawa [23] present an excellent analysis and survey of the 
anomaly by means of a series of increasingly more difficult examples that show 
where some of the proposed solutions break down. We adopt those examples in 
this paper to illustrate the characteristics of our own solution. 

Somehow implicit in all the solutions that have appeared in the literature 
is the assumption that better, more reusable, mechanisms are needed to create 
and structure synchronization code. Indeed, what the different languages and 
solutions proposed so far seem to have in common is the presence of two different 
kinds of code, namely usual code for changing the state of an object by the 
reception of a message, and synchronization code to control the invocation of 
the usual code. The default assumption is that if no synchronization code is 
given the usual code can always be invoked. 

The approach taken in this paper is to consider the inheritance anomaly as a 
problem caused by the very presence of synchronization code. The logical solu- 
tion if we take this hypothesis seriously is to completely eliminate synchroniza- 
tion code. This is done by adopting a declarative style of programming in which 
the effects of messages on objects are described by logical axioms called rewrite 
rules. Each rewrite rule characterizes circumstances under which a concurrent 
change can take place in the system, as well as the appropriate change in such 
circumstances. Since change can only take place by application of rewrite rules, 
the appropriate conditions for the reception of messages are indeed implicit in 
the rewrite rules themselves. Therefore, no explicit synchronization code is ever 
needed, and the problem of how to inherit such code-which constitutes the 
inheritance anomaly-disappears. In this way, no difficulty remains for having a 
fully satisfactory integration of inheritance and concurrency in an object-oriented 
language. Therefore, rather than talking about solving the inheritance anomaly 
it would have been more accurate to speak of eliminating the anomaly. 

Our proposed solution involves a distinction between two different ways in 
which the inheritance anomaly can appear, namely: 
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1. the case in which the behavior of messages previously defined in superclasses 
is not contradicted by their behavior in a subclass (adding a new message 
get%-to get two elements at  once-in a subclass of the bounded buffer class 
is a typical example), and 

2. the case in which the behavior of messages previously defined is in fact 
modified (adding a gget  message that acts just as a g e t  message, except 
that it cannot be accepted if the last message received was a put  is a typical 
example). 

These two cases can be best distinguished by introducing a precise distinction 
between two different notions of inheritance which, unfortunately, tend to  be 
conflated in the common use of this term: 

1. a type-theoretic one, whose purpose is the taxonomic classification of objects 
and in which the behavior of messages in a superclass is never contradicted by 
their behavior in a subclass (although additional behavior can be exhibited 
by subclasses, including the introduction of new rules, new messages, and 
new attributes); we call this notion class inheritance, and restrict the notion 
of subclass only to  pairs of classes for which this relation holds; 

2. a notion called module inheritance that supports reuse and modification of 
code and in which the behavior of messages previously defined in a class 
can indeed be modified. The key idea is to view the two modules in which 
the relevant old and new classes were introduced as standing in a (module) 
inheritance relation, not the classes themselves. 

For each of the two cases in which the inheritance anomaly can manifest itself, 
these two inheritance mechanisms plus the use of rewrite rules provide a respec- 
tive declarative solution in which no explicit synchronization code is ever used. 
The case solved by class inheritance is clearly the simplest. In the rewriting logic 
abstract model of concurrent computation [25, 261, the code for a class is an un- 
structured set  of rewrite rules, with each rule acting independently of the others. 
For a subclass in our sense, this set of rules is typically enlarged by adding some 
new rules, but this in no way alters the previously given rules which remain 
exactly as before and are inherited from the superclass or superclasses. 

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 the semantic framework 
used throughout the paper, namely rewriting logic, is introduced informally by 
means of examples (a precise definition of the rules of rewriting logic is given in 
Appendix A). In Section 3 the syntax of Maude's object-oriented modules [26] 
used to present the examples discussed in the paper is first used; it is shown how 
such modules are just sugared versions of theories in rewriting logic and their 
de-sugared versions are presented. In Section 4 the semantics of class inheritance 
is presented in terms of the order-sorted type structure of rewriting logic and 
shown to completely eliminate any anomalies that can be described in terms of 
such a notion inheritance. Section 5 discusses module inheritance and examples 
that fit within that category and shows how they can be solved in a way that 
does not involve any synchronization code nor, more generally, any concurrency 
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considerations whatsoever. Section 6 recapitulates and summarizes the key char- 
acteristics of the solution that we propose. Section 7 discusses implementation 
issues, and Section 8 makes some concluding remarks. 

2 
Concurrent Object-Oriented Programming 

Rewriting Logic as a Semantic Framework for 

We informally introduce rewriting logic by means of a simple example and ex- 
plain how it provides a language-independent semantic framework for concurrent 
object-oriented programming and, more generally, for concurrent programming. 
A precise definition of the rules of rewriting logic is given in Appendix A; a 
detailed account of rewriting logic and its semantics, and of how it unifies many 
existing models of concurrency can be found in [25]. 

Rewriting logic is a logic to reason correctly about the evolution in time of a 
concurrent system. The distributed state of a concurrent system is represented 
as a term whose subterms represent the different components of the concurrent 
state. Typically, however, the structure of the concurrent state may have a variety 
of equivalent term representations because i t  satisfies certain structural laws. For 
example, in a concurrent object-oriented system the concurrent state, which is 
usually called a configuration, has typically the structure of a multiset made up 
of objects and messages. Therefore, we can view configurations as built up by a 
binary multiset union operator which we can represent with empty syntax as 

subsorts Object Msg < Configuration . 
op _ _  : Configuration Configuration -> Configuration 

Cassoc comm id: null1 . 
where the multiset union operator _ _  is declared to  satisfy the structural laws 
of associativity and commutativity and to have identity null. The subtype 
declaration2 

subsorts Object Msg < Configuration . 

states that objects and messages are singleton multiset configurations, so that 
more complex configurations are generated out of them by multiset union.3 

As a consequence, we can abstractly represent the configuration of a typical 
concurrent object-oriented system as an equivalence class [t] modulo the struc- 
tural laws of associativity, commutativity and identity obeyed by the multiset 
union operator of a term expressing a union of objects and messages, i.e., as a 
multiset of objects and messages. 

For our treatment of the inheritance anomaly it is very important to use a typed 
version of rewriting logic that supports subtypes; typing aspects are further explained 
in Sections 3 and 4. 
Of course, we do not want two different objects with the same name in any such 
configuration, but this can be easily enforced (see [26, Section 4.41). 
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An object in a given state is also represented as a term 

(0 : c I a1 : 01,. . . , a ,  : vn) 

where 0 is the object’s name or identifier, C is its class, the ai’s are the names 
of the object’s attribute ideniifiers, and the vi’s are the corresponding values. 
The set of all the attribute-value pairs of an object state is formed by repeated 
application of the binary union operator -, - which also obeys structural laws of 
associativity, commutativity, and identity; i.e., the order of the attribute-value 
pairs of an object is immaterial. 

For example, a bounded buffer whose elements are numbers can be repre- 
sented as an object with three attributes: a contents attribute that is a list of 
numbers of length less than or equal to the bound, and attributes in  and out 
that are numbers counting how many elements have been put in the buffer or 
got from it since the buffer’s creation. For example, a typical bounded buffer 
state can be 

< B : BdBuff I contents: 9 5 6 8 ,  in: 7 ,  out: 3 > 

Concurrent interaction with the buffer can be achieved by means of put and get 
messages, with an appropriate reply message from the buffer after a get.  We 
can for example assume the syntax 

put-in- : Nat OId -> Msg . 
getfrom-replyto- : OId OId -> Msg . 
to-elt-in-is-  : OId OId Nat -> Msg . 

for puts, gets, and replies, respectively, where Nat is the type of natural numbers, 
and OId is the type of object identifiers, and where in each message’s syntactic 
form each underbar must be filled with an element of the appropriate type as 
indicated by the list of types after the “:” and with the entire message being of 
course of type Msg. 

In rewriting logic sentences are rewrite rules of the form 

or, mo;e generally, conditional rewrite rules of the form 

P : [t]  + [t’] if [ U I ]  - [ V I ]  A . . . A  [ ~ g ]  - [vg]. 
What those sentences axiomatize are the basic local transitions that are possi- 
ble in a concurrent system. For example, in a concurrent object-oriented system 
including bounded buffers that communicate through messages the local transi- 
tions of bounded buffers are axiomatized by rewrite rules of the form 

(put E in B) < B : BdBuff I contents: 9, in: N, out: M > => 
< B : BdBuff I contents: E Q, in: N + I, out: M > 
i f  (N - N) < bound . 
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(getfrom B replyto I) 
< B : BdBuff I contents: 9 E, in :  N ,  out: W > => 
< B : BdBuff I contents: Q ,  i n :  N, out: M + 1 > 
( to  I e l t - in  B is  E) . 

where E ,  M, M range over natural numbers and Q over lists. The first rule spec- 
ifies the conditions under which a put message can be accepted (namely, that  
N - N is smaller than bound) and the corresponding effect; the second rule does 
the same for get  messages (note that the requirement that the buffer must not 
be empty is implicit in the pattern q E for the contents attribute). 

What the rules of deduction of rewriting logic support is sound and complete 
reasoning about the concurrent transitions that are possible in a concurrent 
system whose basic local transitions are axiomatized by given rewrite rules. 
That is, the sentence [t] - [t’] is provable in the logic using the rewrite rules 
that axiomatize the system as axioms if and only if the concurrent transition 
[t] - [t’] is possible in the system. A precise account of the model theory 
of rewriting logic fully consistent with the above system-oriented interpretation, 
and proving soundness, completeness, and the existence of initial models is given 
in [25]. 

The intuitive idea behind the rules of rewriting logic in Appendix A is that 
proofs in rewriting logic exactly correspond to concurrent computations in the 
concurrent system being axiomatized, and that such concurrent computation 
can be understood as concurrent rewritings modulo the structural laws obeyed 
by the concurrent system in question. In the case of a concurrent object-oriented 
system such structural laws include the associativity, commutativity and identity 
of the union operators _ _  and -,-, and this means that the rules can be applied 
regardless of order or parentheses. For example, a configuration such as 

(put 7 i n  B l )  < B2 : BdBuff I contents: 2 3 ,  in:  7 ,  out: 5 > 
< B i  : BdBuff I contents: n i l ,  in :  2 ,  out: 2 > 
(getfrom B2 replyto C) 

(where the buffers are assumed to have a large enough bound) can be rewritten 
into the configuration 

< B2 : BdBuff I contents: 2 ,  in :  7 ,  out: 6 > 
< B l  : BdBuff I contents: 7 ,  in :  3 ,  out: 2 > 
( t o  C e l t - i n  B2 i s  3) 

by applying concurrently the two rewrite rules4 for put and get  modulo asso- 
ciativity and commutativity. 

Intuitively, we can think of messages as “traveling” to  come into contact with 
the objects to  which they are sent and then causing “communication events” by 
application of rewrite rules. In rewriting logic, this traveling is accounted for 
in a very abstract way by the structural laws of associativity, commutativity 
and identity. This abstract level supports both synchronous and asynchronous 

* Note that rewrite rules for natural number addition have also been applied. 
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communication [25, 261, and provides great freedom and flexibility to consider a 
variety of alternative implementations at lower levels. 

For the purposes of the present paper rewriting logic should be regarded as 
a language-independent semantic framework which, by itself, does not make any 
commitments to specific features or synchronization styles, and in which many 
different concurrent object-oriented languages could be given a precise math- 
ematical semantics. However, to  ease the exposition and make our discussions 
concrete, the examples used will be written in the syntax of the Maude language. 
Since, as we shall see, Maude modules are nothing but sugared versions of t h e e  
ries in rewriting logic, this does not matter much. Nevertheless, for purposes of 
efficient implementation Maude’s language design introduces specific syntactic 
restrictions that are discussed in Section 7. 

3 
Translation into Rewrite Theories 

Maude’s Object-Oriented Modules and their 

We illustrate the syntax of object-oriented modules with a module for bounded 
FIFO buffers; we then make explicit the rewrite theory of which the module is 
a sugared version. We assume as previously defined a parameterized data type5 
LIST that is instantiated to form lists of natural numbers. We assume bound to  
be a natural number, but we do not care which one6 

omod BD-BUFF is 
protecting NAT . 
protecting LISTCNat] . 
class BdBuff I contents: List, in: Hat, out: Nat . 
initially contents: nil, in: 0, out: 0 . 
msg put-in- : Mat OId -> Msg . 
msg getfrom-replyto- : OId OId -> Msg . 
msg to-elt-in-is- : OId OId Nat -> Msg . 
vars B I : Old . 
vars E N M : Hat . 
var q : List . 
rl (put E in B) < B : BdBuff I contents: Q, in: N, out: M > => 

< B : BdBuff I contents: E Q, in: N + I, out: M > 
if (N - M) < bound . 

rl (getfrom B replyto I) 

Algebraic data types are also regarded as rewrite theories; their equations are as- 
sumed to be Church-Rosser and are used as rewrite rules. In Maude, such data types 
are declared in functional modules [as] and belong to a functional sublanguage very 
similar to OBJ3 [16]. By contrast, rules in object-oriented modules typically fail to 
be Church-Rosser, and in some cases may never terminate. 
In Maude this module should be most naturally parameterized by two parameters, 
namely the type of data elements and the size bound; however, to simplify the 
example we avoid parameterization. 
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< B : BdBuff I contents: Q E, in: I, out: M > => 
< B : BdBuff I contents: Q, in: N, out: M + 1 > 
(to I elt-in B is E) . 

endom 

After the keyword class, the name of the class-in this case BdBuff-is given, 
followed by a “I” and by a list of pairs of the form a: S separated by commas, 
where a is an attribute identifier and S is the type inside which the values of 
such an attribute identifier must range in the given class. In this example, the 
attributes are the contents, and the in and out counters. The initially clause 
states that when buffers are created they are empty and have their two counters 
set to 0. The messages and rewrite rules are identical to  those in Section 2, but 
the type of the variables in the rules has now been made explicit. 

We give below the essential aspects7 of the translation of this module into a 
rewrite theory. Since in Maude rewrite theories themselves correspond to  what 
are called system modules with keywords mod and endm, we express this trans- 
lation in a system module notation. 

mod BD-BUFF# is 
extending CONFIGURATION . 
protecting NAT . 
protecting LISTCHatI . 
sorts <BdBuff BdBuff . 
subsort BdBuff < Object . 
subsort <BdBuff < CId . 
subsorts Nat List < Value . 
op put-in- : Bat OId -> Msg . 
op getfrom-replyto- : OId OId -> Nsg . 
op to-elt-in-is- : OId OId Nat -> Msg . 
var X : <BdBuff . 
vars B I : OId . 
vars E N M : Bat . 
var Q : List . 
var ATTS : Attributes . 
sct < B : X I contents: Q, in: I, out: M, ATTS > : BdBuff . 
rl (put E in B) < B : X I contents: Q, in: I, out: M, ATTS > 

OP BdBuff : -> <BdBuff . 

=> < B : X I contents: E Q, in: N + I, out: M, ATTS > 
if (N - M) < bound . 

< B : X I contents: Q E, in: I, out: N, ATTS > => 
< B : X I contents: Q, in: N, out: M + I, ATTS > 
(to I elt-in B is E) . 

rl (getfrom B replyto I) 

endm 

We omit the rewrite rules for object initialization associated with the initially 
clause; on the matter of object creation see [ZS, Section 4.41. 
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In the translation process, the most basic structure shared by all object-oriented 
modules is made explicit by the CONFIGURATION system module which they all 
import. The details of that module can be found in [26, Section 41 and need 
not concern us here. It is enough to  say that they make precise the essential 
properties of configurations already discussed in Section 2, namely that they are 
multisets of objects and messages, that  objects have the special syntax already 
discussed and each has a set of attribute-value pairs whose values are in a sort 
Value, etc. In addition, appropriate messages and rewrite rules to  query the 
attributes of an object are also included in the CONFIGURATION module. 

We assume that rewrite theories have an order-sorted type structure [14]; 
this means that they are typed (we call their types sorts), that types can have 
subtypes (which can be declared by subsort declarations) and that operation 
symbols (which are declared with the types of their arguments and the type 
of their result) can be overloaded. In addition to  the order-sorted syntax, a 
rewrite theory declares the relevant structural laws so that rewriting can take 
place modulo those axioms, and of course the rewrite rules of the theory. In the 
CONFIGURATION module the operators _ _  and -, - for forming unions of configu- 
rations and of attribute-value pairs respectively have both been declared with 
structural laws of associativity, commutativity, and identity. 

The translation of a given object-oriented module extends the basic structure 
of configurations with the classes, data sorts, messages and rules introduced 
by the module. In particular, this extension gives rise to  a series of subsort 
declarations. All sorts originally declared as values of attributes are now included 
as subsorts of the Value sort. Similarly, all classes, in this case BdBuff, are 
declared as subsorts of the Object sort. Note that, in addition, a subsort <BdBuff 
of the sort CId of class identifiers has been introduced. The purpose of this 
subsort is to  range over the class identifiers of the subclasses of BdBuff. For 
the moment, no such subclasses have been introduced; therefore, at present the 
only constant of sort <BdBuff is the class identifier BdBuff. Notice the slight 
ambiguity introduced by this notation, since now BdBuff denotes two different 
things: a sort name in the sort structure of a module, and a data element in a 
subsort of a data type of class identifiers. However, this ambiguity is harmless- 
the context will always make explicit the intended sense-and could in any 
case be easily avoided by an appropriate notational convention; for example, 
by adopting quotes for the identifier use. 

Objects of sort BdBuff are defined by a predicate called a sort constraint 
and introduced by the keyword sct which they must satisfy. In this case the 
sort constraint requires that the class identifier must have sort <BdBuff and 
that it must have among its attributes an attribute called contents whose value 
must be a list of natural numbers, and attributes called in and out whose values 
must be natural numbers. For more on sort constraints see [27, 261. 

A trivial observation that is however key to our solution of the inheritance 
anomaly is that 

If a variable 2 is declared to  have a sort s, then it can range over elements 
of that sort or of any of its subsorts. 
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This observation is used crucially in the above translation of the rewrite rules, 
so that the translated rules become fully general in the sense that they can apply 
not only to objects in the original class where they were defined, but also-as 
further explained in Section 4-to objects in its subclasses. For example, the 
rewrite rules originally introduced in the BD-BUFF module have been modified 
to  make them applicable not only to  objects whose class identifier is exactly 
BdBuff , but also to  other objects with class identifiers for subclasses of BdBuff, 
which may in addition have other attributes, i.e., indeed to all the objects of the 
class BdBuf f . 

Specifically, whenever a class identifier C appears in the lefthand side of a 
rule declared in an object-oriented module, in its translation we understand 
that a variable ranging over <C-which can match the constant C and any other 
constants C ’ that could be introduced later in subsorts CC ’ of <C for subclasses C ’ 
of C-is meant instead.8 In addition, in the translated form of the rules variables 
of the form ATTS, which match a set of additional attribute-value pairs, have 
been added to  the patterns of objects. In this way the translated rules will also 
apply in subclasses where more attributes have been declared. 

4 Class Inheritance 

Our generalization of rewrite rules in the previous translation so that they can 
apply not only to  objects in the original class but also to  objects in any of its 
subclasses is motivated by a sharp distinction between two different notions of 
inheritance: class inheritance and module inheritance. At a type-theoretic level 
of data sorts and object classes, sort and class inheritance provides a means of 
classifying data and objects into taxonomic hierarchies. At the level of mod- 
ules, module inheritance supports modularity, reuse, and ease of evolution by 
arranging modules into hierarchies and by providing a rich algebra of module 
compositionality operations. 

Class inheritance is directly supported by the order-sorted type structure of 
rewriting logic. As we shall see in this section, a subclass declaration C < C’ in 
an object-oriented module is just a particular case of a subsort declaration C < 
C ’ . As a consequence of the order-sorted type structure, the effect of a subclass 
declaration is that the attributes, messages and rules of all the superclasses as 
well as the newly defined attributes, messages and rules of the subclass char- 
acterize the structure and behavior of the objects in the subclass. An object in 
the subclass behaves exactly as any object in any of the superclasses, but it may 
exhibit additional behavior due to the introduction of new attributes, messages 
and rules in the subclass. 

This notion of class inheritance is considerably more restrictive than, and 
should be sharply distinguished from, the notion of inheritance adopted in prac- 

This way of generalizing rules so that they can be inherited was pointed out in 
Section 4.4 of [24]; I am indebted to Timothy Winkler for later suggesting to me the 
elegant sort structure of the sorts <C as a better alternative to a more cumbersome 
identifier data type definition. 
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tice by most object-oriented languages, where the behavior of a message (some- 
times also called a method) in a subclass may be different form its behavior in a 
superclass and where mechanisms to change message behavior by what is called 
message (or method) “specialization” or “derivation” are typically provided. 

The need for such message specializations often appears in practice. However, 
in our approach the mechanisms for message specialization that change the pre- 
vious behavior in a superclass belong to module inheritance and are cleanly 
separated for the more restrictive notion of class inheritance that we propose. 
The advantages of this separation are many; some will become apparent in this 
paper, others are discussed in [26], and still others will be the subject of a future 
paper. 

For the moment we can point out that in this way we avoid doing violence to 
class inheritance by forcing upon it  the job of modifying code. As a consequence, 
we A n  have great flexibility of code reuse and a precise and satisfactory order- 
sorted semantics for subclasses that respects the intuitions of what it means 
to classzfy objects. By contrast, in approaches that conflate these two equally 
laudable goals, flexibility of code reuse is achieved at  the heavy price of emptying 
the notion of class of most of its conceptual value. 

One important advantage of our notion of class inheritance is that rewrite 
rules are always inherited downwards in the class hierarchy. We can illustrate 
this point by defining a subclass of BdBuff with a new message get2 to get two 
elements of the buffer at once. We can introduce such a subclass in the module 

omod BD-BUFF2 i s  
extending BD-BUFF . 
c lass  BdBuff2 . 
subclass BdBuff2 < BdBuff . 
msg get2from-replyto- : OId OId -> Msg . 
msg to-2elts-in-are- : OId OId L i s t  -> Msg . 
vars B I : OId . 
vars E E’ N M : Nat . 
var Q : L i s t  . 
r l  (get2from B replyto I )  

< B : BdBuff2 I contents: Cj E’ E ,  in: N ,  out: M > => 
< B : BdBuff2 I contents: Q ,  in: N ,  out: H + 2 > 
( t o  I 2e l ts - in  B are E El) . 
***the sequirement of having at l eas t  two elements 
***in the buffer i s  implicit in  the pattern Q El E 

endom 

The translation into a rewrite theory is given by the system module 

mod BD-BUFF2# is  
extending BD-BUFF# . 
sorts cBdBuff2 BdBuff2 . 
subsort BdBuff2 < BdBuff . 
subsort cBdBuff2 < <BdBuff . 
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op BdBuff2 : -> <BdEuff2 . 
op get2from-replyto- : OId OId -> Msg . 
op to-2elts-in-are- : OId OId List -> Msg . 
var Y : <BdBuff2 . 
vars B I : OId . 
vars E E’ N M : Nat . 
var 9 : L i s t  . 
var ATTS : Attributes . 
sc t  < B : Y I contents: 9 ,  in: N ,  out: M y  ATTS > : BdBuff2 . 
rl (get2from B replyto I) 

< B : Y I contents: q E’ E ,  in: 8 ,  out: M, ATTS > => 
< B : Y I contents: 9 ,  in:  N ,  out: M + 2, ATTS > 
( to  I 2 e l t s - i n  B are E E’) . 

endm 

The consequence of this definition is that buffers in BdBuff2 will react to  put 
and get messages exactly like buffers in BdBuff. This is because the rewrite rules 
in BD-BUFF# have a variable X ranging over class identifiers in <BdBuf f , and in 
the module BD-BUFF2# there is a subsort declaration 

subsort cBdBuff2 < <BdBuff . 
Therefore, the variable X can match the constant BdBuff2 of ssrt cBdBuff2, so 
that the rules in BD-BUFF# also apply to  objects in BdBuff2. 

The only difference between both classes is that ,  unlike buffers in BdBuff, 
buffers in BdBuff2 can react to get2 messages by sending the two rightmost 
elements if they exist. Note that, due to the fact that Y has sort <BdBuff2, the 
above rule will not match bounded buffers in BdBuff that are not in BdBuff2. 

In the same vein, we could have defined additional messages, such as for 
example a message empty? that checks whether the buffer is empty or not, and 
could have introduced additional attributes, which could appear in the rules for 
those new messages without any problem. 

An interesting example involving muliiple class inheritance is that of a lock- 
able bounded buffer. The idea is to have a class of lockable objects in general, 
and then define lockable bounded buffers by multiple inheritance from bounded 
buffers and from lockable objects. When the object is locked no messages except 
unlock should have any effect. Unlike the standard solution, which would add a 
Boolean-valued attribute to ascertain the locked or unlocked state of an object 
and would violate class inheritance in our sense, our solution is simpler and fully 
respects our notion of class inheritance. The standard solution could be achieved 
by means of module inheritance mechanisms to  be discussed in Section 5 .  

The basic idea is to view the locking of an object as a kind of metamorphosis 
that changes the nature of the object. This suggests that the class of the object 
in fact changes when being locked. This can be easily accomplished by assuming 
that the sort CId of class identifiers has subsorts UCId, and QCId of unquoted 
and quoted identifiers together with quote and unquote operators 
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' - : UCId -> qCId 
unquote: qCId -> UCId 

each inverse of the other, and by adopting the syntactic convention that the 
class identifiers introduced by users are always u n q ~ o t e d . ~  We can then define a 
module 

omod LOCKABLE is 
class Lockable . 
msgs lock, unlock : OId OId -> Msg . 
var 0 : OId . 
var ATTS : Attributes . 
rl lock(0) 

< 0 : Lockable I ATTS > => < 0 : 'Lockable I ATTS > . 
***the class changes from Lockable to 'Lockable 

< 0 : 'Lockable I ATTS > => < 0 : Lockable I ATTS > . 
***the class changes from 'Lockable to Lockable 

rl unlock(0) 

endom 

whose corresponding translation into a rewrite theory is 

mod LOCKABLE# is 
extending CONFIGURATION . 
sorts <Lockable Lockable . 
subsort Lockable < Object . 
subsort <Lockable < UCId . 
op Lockable : -> <Lockable . 
OPS lock, unlock : OId -> Msg . 
var 2 : <Lockable . 
vars 0 : OId . 
var ATTS : Attributes . 
sct < 0 : 2 1 ATTS > : Lockable . 
rllock(0) < 0 : Z I ATTS > => < 0 : '2 I ATTS > . 
rl unlock(0) < 0 : ' Z  I ATTS > => < 0 : 2 I ATTS > . 

endm 

Now we can define lockable bounded buffers by multiple inheritance as follows 

omod LOCKABLE-BD-BUFF is 
extending LOCKABLE . 
extending BD-BUFF . 
class LckblBdBuff . 
subclasses LckblBdBuff < Lockable BdBuff . 

endom 

Therefore, if this convention were to be followed, all the previous occurrences of the  
sort CId should be replaced by UCId. 
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We can pause for a moment and ask how rewriting logic and the notion of 
class inheritance that we have proposed contribute to  solving the inheritance 
anomaly in the case where the behavior of messages in superclasses is not mod- 
ified. An answer to this question can be summarized as follows: 

1. Programming a class with rewrite rules completely eliminates any need for 
special code to enforce synchronization constraints. We only need to  give 
rewrite rules specifying the desired behavior. The effect of synchronization 
is obtained automatically and implicitly by the very definition of deduction 
in the logic. 

2. If a class c is a subclass of other previously defined classes in the precise 
sense that we have given to class inheritance in our framework, then all the 
rewrite rules defining messages in the superclasses are automatically inher- 
ited without any change whatsoever. Therefore, for cases of inheritance that 
fall within our precise technical notion of class inheritance, the inheritance 
anomaly completely vanishes. 

We now need to  consider cases where the inheritance anomaly appears in 
the context of message (or method) “specializations” that change the original 
behavior. In our framework those cases fall outside class inheritance and are 
dealt with by different mechanisms of module inheritance. 

5 Module Inheritance and Message Specialization 

In programming practice one often wants to modify the original code of an 
application to adapt it to  a different situation. The class inheritance mechanism 
as we have defined it will not help in such cases: it is not its purpose, and forcing it 
to modify code would only muddle everything and destroy its semantics. Instead, 
what we propose is to  provide different module inheritance mechanisms to  do the 
job of code modification. This distinction between a type-theoretic level of classes 
(more generally sorts) and a level of modules which, in our case, are theories in 
rewriting logic was already clearly made in the FOOPS language (besides the 
original paper [12], see also [17] for a very good discussion of inheritance issues 
and of the class-module distinction in the context of FOOPS), and indeed goes 
back to  the distinction between sorts and modules in OBJ [16]. 

In Maude, code in modules can be modified or adapted for new purposes 
by means of a variety of module operations-and combinations of several such 
operations in module expressions-whose overall effect is to  provide a very flex- 
ible style of software reuse that can be summarized under the name of module 
inheritance. Module operations of this kind include: 

1. importing a module in a protecting, extending, or using mode; 
2. adding new rewrite rules to  an imported module; 
3. renaming some of the sorts or operations of a module; 
4. instantiating a parameterized module; 
5. adding  modules to form their union; 
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6 .  redefining an operator-for example a message-so that its syntax and sort 
requirements are kept intact, but its semantics can be changed by discarding 
previously given rules involving the operator so that new rules or equations 
can then be given in their place; 

7. removing a rule or an equational axiom, or removing an operator or a sort 
altogether along with the rules or axioms that depend on it so that it can 
be either discarded or replaced by another operator or sort with different 
syntax and semantics. 

The operations 1-5 are all exactly as in OBJ3 [16]. The operations 6-7 are 
new and give a simple solution to the thorny problem of message (or method) 
specialization without complicating the class inheritance relation, which remains 
based on an order-sorted semantics. The need for message specialization, i.e., 
for providing a different behavior for a message, arises frequently in practice. 
Consider for example a message gget which behaves just as get, except that it 
cannot be accepted if the last message received was a put. This means that now 
bounded buffers must be history sensitive, that is, they must remember more 
about their past than was previously necessary. Specifically, for gget to behave 
correctly, not only must put leave somehow a trace of being the l a 4  message 
received, but any message other than put must, when accepted, erase such a 
trace. This of course requires redefining the messages in question. 

Therefore, our solution is to  understand this as a module inheritance prob- 
lem, and to carefully distinguish it from class inheritance. In this case, it is the 
modules in which the classes are defined that stand in an inheritance relation, 
not the classes themselves. The redefine operation, with keyword rdfn, provides 
the appropriate way of modifying and inheriting the BD-BUFF module as shown 
below. To illustrate the differences between class and module inheritance, we 
define a module BD-BUFF+HS-BD-BUFF in which the old class of bounded buffers 
and the new, history-sensitive, class both coexist. 

omod BD-BUFF+HS-BD-BUFF is 
protecting BOOL . 
extending BD-BUFF . 
using BD-BUFF*(class BdBuff to HSBdBuff, rdfn(msg put-in-, 

att after-put: Bool in HSBdBuff . 
initially contents: nil, in: 0, out: 0, after-put: false . 
msg ggetfrom-replyto, : OId OId -> Msg . 
vars B I : OId . 
vars E N H : Hat . 
var Q : List . 
var Y : Bool . 
rl (put E in B) 

msg getfrom-replyto-)) . 

< B : HSBdBuff 1 contents: Q, in: N, out: M, after-put: Y > 
=> < B : HSBdBuff I contents: E 9, in: I + 1, out: M, 

***put acts as before, but after-put is set to true 
after-put: true > if (N - M) < bound . 
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r l  (getfrom B r ep ly to  I )  
< B : HSBdBuff I contents :  Q E ,  i n :  I, out: M, 

< B : HSBdBuff I contents: Q ,  i n :  I, out :  N + I, 
af ter-put  : Y > => 

af te r -put :  f a l s e  > ( t o  I e l t - i n  B i s  E) . 
***get acts as before ,  but a f te r -put  i s  s e t  t o  f a l s e  

r l  (ggetfrom B rep ly  t o  I)  

af te r -put :  f a l s e  > => 

af te r -put :  f a l s e  > ( t o  I e l t - i n  B is E) . 
***gget a c t s  l i k e  g e t ,  but only i f  a f te r -put  i s  f a l s e  

< B : HSBdBuff I contents :  Q E ,  i n :  N, out :  M ,  

< B : HSBdBuff I contents :  Q ,  i n :  N, out :  M + I, 

endom 

The module expression 

using BD-BUFF*(class BdBuff t o  HSBdBuff, rdfn(msg put-in-, 
msg getfrom-replyto-)) . 

declares that a new copy of the BD-BUFF module is created1' and imported in 
such a way that the class BdBuff is renamed to HSBdBuff and the messages (msg 
p u t i n - )  and (msg getfromieplyto-)  are both redefined, i.e., their syntax and 
sort information are maintained, but, within this new copy of the BD-BUFF mod- 
ule, the original rules defining their behavior are discarded. Their new behavior 
is then defined by the new rules for put and g e t  given later in the module. 
In addition, the gget message is introduced and a rule defining its behavior is 
given. Notice that all the rules for objects in HSBdBuf f use the newly defined 
attribute a f te r -put ,  introduced by the statement 

a t t  a f te r -put :  Boo1 i n  HSBdBuff . 
Space limitations preclude giving a detailed account of the rd fn  and rmv (re- 
move) commands; this will be done elsewhere. 

The essential point to  bear in mind about the module BD-BUFFtHS-BD-BUFF 
is that, although the classes BdBuff and HSBdBuff are both subsorts of Object, 
the class HSBdBuff is not a subclass of BdBuff. Therefore, in the context of 
the new module, the old rules for put and ge t  messages and the new rules for 
put ,  ge t ,  and gget coexist without interference, because they apply to different 
objects in two different classes that are incomparable in the class hierarchy. 

The distinction between class inheritance and module inheritance can be 
illustrated in this example by means of the diagrams in Figure 1, where the 
diagram on the left expresses the class inheritance relation between the three 
classes involved, and the diagram on the right expresses the module inheritance 
relation between the modules used to define those classes. Note that the ar- 
rows in the subclass relation have a very specific meaning, namely that of a 

lo However, submodules below BD-BUFF, such as the implicitly given CONFIGURATION 
module, are not copied: they are shared. 
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Object CONFIGURATION 

- BdBuf f HSBdBuf f BD-BUFF - - - -c BD-BUFFtHS-BD-BUFF 

Fig. 1. Class inheritance vs. module inheritance for bounded buffers. 

subsort relation, whereas the inheritance arrows between modules can have a 
much more flexible-yet precise-variety of meanings, because of the variety 
of module operations that can be involved. In this case, the solid arrows cor- 
respond to  inheritance by extending importation, whereas the dotted arrow 
involves sort renaming, message redefinition, and a using importation; note 
also that the module BD-BUFF is inherited in two different ways by the module 
BD-BUFFtHS-BD-BUFF. 

6 The Cheshire Cat 

We can now attempt to summarize our discussions in previous sections and try to  
explain the nature and specific characteristics of the solution to the inheritance 
anomaly that we have proposed, and why it provides in our view a satisfactory 
solution to the problem. 

The main goal, as already mentioned in the Introduction, is to  solve the 
problem by making it disappear completely. In this sense, we should hope that 
the inheritance anomaly becomes like the Cheshire cat in Alice in Wonderland, 
which first disappears leaving its grin behind, and then the grin also disappears 
with the cat never coming back again. 

In order to  gain some feeling for how close we have been able to get to  
reaching such a goal, we should first point out that our treatment of the problem 
has in any case eliminated completely any need for special code for enforcing 
synchronization constraints. In fact, it seems to us that it is precisely the low level 
of abstraction involved in such synchronization constraints and the associated 
and necessary involvement of a language user under those circumstances into 
implementation decisions of which he should have been spared by a compiler 
and a higher level language that give rise to the “anomaly” in the first place. 
This does not imply in any way a lack of awareness of how useful and important 
it may be to  give the advanced user of a concurrent language adequate ways 
of controlling and modifying the concurrent execution of his or her programs. 
However, there are disciplined ways of achieving such control by methods such 
as metaobject protocols [21] and other reflective methods [34]. 
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Secondly, we should point out that-by introducing a clear distinction be- 
tween class and module inheritance-our analysis has revealed that what is usu- 
ally grouped together as a single problem can be fruitfully decomposed into two 
problems: 

1. the case in which, ils in the get:! and the lockable bounded buffer exam- 
ples discussed in Section 4, the behavior of messages previously defined in 
superclasses is not contradicted by their behavior in a subclass, and 

2. the case in which, as in the gget example, the behavior of messages previ- 
ously defined is in fact modified. 

Regarding case 1, the semantics of class inheritance that we have proposed makes 
the inheritance anomaly problem disappear completely without having t o  do  
anything. Besides, the notion of class inheritance sheds light on when solutions 
based on the notion of a guard [23, 91, which have some similarities with rewrite 
rules, are likely to be most successful. 

Case 2 involves an ineliminable need to  modify the original behavior of some 
messages in ways that, in principle, would be hard if not impossible to  foresee in 
advance. Therefore, something must necessarily be done. Our proposed solution 
is based on using module inheritance mechanisms that redefine the appropriate 
messages or remove some rules, and that create new classes with different be- 
havior that are unrelated in the class inheritance hierarchy to the old classes 
that exhibited the original behavior. This solution has in our view the following 
advantages: 

- it is fully general and gives complete flexibility for redefining the behavior 
of messages; 

- it is achieved in a disciplined way by means of well-structured module op- 
erations which can be given a precise semantics as operations on logical 
theories; 

- leaves intact the order-sorted semantics of class inheritance, and in fact op- 
erates outside the framework of class inheritance in our sense; 

- has nothing t o  do with concurrency, and as before does not involve nor 
requires any special code for enforcing synchronization constraints. 

In summary, the alleged incompatibility between inheritance and concur- 
rency, the feeling that,  somehow, it is problematic or very difficult to have both 
concurrency and inheritance coexisting in a satisfactory way within the same 
language, seems in ultimate analysis a mirage. 

An area where fruitful research could be done is in devising more refined mod- 
ule inheritance mechanisms that reduce even more the work needed to  modify 
the code in modules. As already pointed out, such techniques have nothing to  do 
with concurrency and would in any case be very useful for many other languages, 
not necessarily object-oriented, and not necessarily concurrent. 

A worthwhile research topic is transferring the ideas that have been developed 
here by means of rewriting logic techniques to other concurrent languages. This 
might cast new light on the strengths and limitations of existing inheritance 
techniques, and might suggest new language design solutions. 
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Yet another area where very useful research could be done is in devising 
efficient language implementation techniques that-when applied to  languages 
supporting a high enough level of abstraction-avoid altogether the inheritance 
anomaly. Section 7 below further discusses this last topic. 

7 Implementation Issues 

It could perhaps be objected that, although rewriting logic and its order-sorted 
type structure together with the module inheritance mechanisms seem to make 
the inheritance anomaly go away, this has only been accomplished at the spec- 
ification level, and that therefore we are after all somehow still left with the 
problem at the implementation level. 

To answer this objection, we must clarify an implicit ambiguity between 
our use of rewriting logic as a language-independent semantic framework, and 
as a programming language with the Maude syntactic conventions. Indeed, in 
this paper rewriting logic has actually been used for both purposes. However, it 
would not be reasonable to  implement rewriting logic in its fullest generality for 
programming purposes. This is because, in its most general forin, rewriting can 
take place modulo an arbitrary equational theory E that could be undecidable. 
Therefore, for programming purposes rewriting logic must be carefully restricted 
in order to allow reasonably efficient implementations. We discuss below specific 
restrictions under which parallel implementations could be developed. Therefore, 
although our ideas are still preliminary, we intend our solution of the inheritance 
anomaly to  work at both the specification and the implementation levels. 

We consider two subsets of rewriting logic. The first subset allows rewrit- 
ing modulo any combination of a few commonly occurring structural axioms 
such as associativity, commutativity and identity for which matching algorithms 
exist. This subset gives rise to  Maude-in the sense that Maude modules are 
executable rewriting logic theories in it-and, although it can in some cases be 
inefficient, can be supported by an interpreter implementation adequate for rapid 
prototyping, debugging, and executable specification. The second, smaller sub- 
set gives rise to  Simple Maude, a sublanguage meant to  be used for concurrent 
programming purposes for which a wide variety of machine implementations can 
be developed. Figure 2 summarizes the three levels involved. 

7.1 

Simple Maude represents our present design decisions about the subset of rewrit- 
ing logic that could be implemented efficiently in a wide variety of machine ar- 
chitectures. In fact, we regard Simple Maude as a machine-independent parallel 
programming language, which could be executed with reasonable efficiency on 
many parallel architectures. 

Communication in Simple Maude is performed by asynchronous message 
passing. The restriction from Maude to  Simple Maude is obtained by restricting 
the form of the rewrite rules that are allowed. We refer the reader to [30] for more 

Simple Maude as a Machine-Independent Parallel Language 
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Prototyping and 
Executable Specification, Debugging 

Parallel Programming 

Fig. 2. Maude and Simple Maude as subsets of Rewriting Logic. 

details about Simple Maude and concentrate only on the case of object-oriented 
modules, where we only allow conditional rules of the form 

($1 (W (0 : F I a t t s )  - ((0 : F’ 1 atis’)) 

(Q1 : D1 I ~ t i ~ y )  . . . (QP : Dp I aids:) 

Mi . . . A4; 
if C 

involving only one object and one message in their lefthand side, where p ,  q 2 0, 
and where the notation ( M )  means that the message M is only an optional 
part of the lefthand side, that is, that we also allow autonomous objects that 
can act on their own without receiving any messages. Similarly, the notation 
((0 : F’ I atis’)) means that the object 0-in a possibly different state-is only 
an optional part of the righthand side, i.e., that it can be omitted in some rules. 

Specifically, the lefthand sides in rules of the form (1) should fit the general 
pattern 

M ( 0 )  (0 : c I a t t s )  

where 0 could be a variable, a constant, or more generally-in case object identi- 
fiers are endowed with additional structure-a term. Under such circumstances, 
an efficient way of realizing rewriting modulo associativity and commutativity 
by communication is available to  us for rules of the form ($), namely we can 
associate object identifiers with specific addresses in the machine where the ob- 
ject is located and send messages addressed to the object to  the corresponding 
address. 

A declarative version of the Actor model [2, 13 can be obtained by only allow- 
ing rules of the form ($) with the additional restrictions of necessarily involving 
a message in the lefthand side and of being uncondiiional (see Section 4.6 of [26] 
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for a discussion of the actor model and its rewriting logic semantics). Therefore, 
in spite of the restrictions imposed on i t ,  Simple Maude is still quite expressive 
and is in particular more expressive than actors. 

7.2 

Although we are still in the planning stages of language implementation, the 
ample experience that already exists on efficient compilation of rewriting for 
functional languages, and our past experience on parallel compilation of rewrite 
rules for the Rewrite Rule Machine [4] lead us to believe that Simple Maude can 
be implemented with reasonable efficiency on a wide variety of parallel architec- 
tures, including MIMD, SIMD, and MIMD/SIMD architectures. 

Each of these architectures is naturally suited for a different way of perform- 
ing rewriting computations. Simple Maude has been chosen so that concurrent 
rewriting with rules in this sublanguage should be relatively easy to  implement 
in any of these three classes of machines. The paper [30] discusses this matter 
in greater detail; here we limit ourselves to  a brief sketch. 

In the MIMD (multiple instruction stream, multiple data) case many different 
rewrite rules can be applied at many different places at  once, but only one rule 
is applied at one place in each processor. The implementation of object-oriented 
rules of the form (t), involving a message and an object, can be achieved by 
interprocessor communicafion, sending the message to  the processor in which the 
addressee object is located, so that when the message arrives the corresponding 
rules can be applied. 

The SIMD (single instruction stream, multiple data) case corresponds to  ap- 
plying rewrite rules one at  a time, possibly to many places in the data. The 
implementation of rules of the form (3) will require special SIMD code for mes- 
sage passing in addition to the SIMD code for performing the rewriting. 

The MIMD/SIMD case is at present more exotic; the Rewrite Rule Machine 
(RRM) [15, 5, 4, 31 is an architecture in this class in which the processing nodes 
are two-dimensional SIMD arrays realized on a chip and the higher level structure 
is a network operating in MIMD mode. This case corresponds to applying many 
rules to many different places in the data, but here a single rule may be applied 
at  many places simultaneously within a single processing node. The message 
passing required for rules of the form (1) can be performed in a way entirely 
similar to  the MIMD case. From the point of view of maximizing the amount 
and flexibility of the rewriting that can happen in parallel, the MIMD/SIMD 
case provides the most general solution and offers the best prospects for reaching 
extremely high performance in many applications. 

MIMD, SIMD, and MIMD/SIMD Implementations 

8 Concluding Remarks 

This paper has presented a solution to the inheritance anomaly based on rewrit- 
ing logic that eliminates the need for explicit synchronization code and removes 
any obstacles to the full integration of concurrency and inheritance within a 
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concurrent object-oriented language. This work suggests further work ahead on 
language design for concurrent object-oriented languages and on efficient imple- 
mentation techniques supporting the level of abstraction desirable for concurrent 
languages that aim at avoiding altogether the inheritance anomaly. 

In particular, it might be fruitful to investigate how the ideas presented here 
could be used in other languages whose syntax may be quite different from that 
of rewrite rules. The semantic framework of rewriting logic is very general, can 
support both synchronous and asynchronous communication, and could proba- 
bly be usefully applied to  many of those languages precisely for this purpose. 
The work presented here offers a solution from a particular perspective, namely 
one that views programs as collections of rewrite rules. In order to exploit the 
techniques available from this perspective in the context of other concurrent 
object-oriented languages more research clearly needs to  be done. 

Of the previous proposals in the literature, the closest in spirit to the present 
one are those by Matsuoka and Yonezawa [23] and by Frolund [9]. We comment 
briefly on their relationships to  the present work. Both Matsuoka and Yonezawa 
and Frolund advocate guards as a useful and fairly reusable way of writing 
synchronization code. Although] as already pointed out, our approach completely 
eliminates the need for any special synchronization code, the imp l i c i t  effect of 
guards is obtained by the patterns in rewrite rules and by the conditions in 
conditional rewrite rules and therefore there is some similarity between those two 
approaches and ours. Roughly speaking, our notion of class inheritance identifies 
a type of inheritance situation where guards can work very well. 

The relationship with the work of Frolund [9] could be summarized by saying 
that,  although Frolund allows more general cases of (class) inheritance than we 
do-so that some of his examples would in our case be treated by means of mod- 
ule inheritance techniques-however, his approach is somewhat more restrictive 
in the sense that, for safety reasons, he adopts the position that a method’s 
synchronization constraints should increase monotonically as we go down in the 
inheritance hierarchy. By contrast, when defining a subclass with our treatment 
of class inheritance, we can not only add new rules for new messages, but we 
can also add new rules for messages previously defined in some superclasses, and 
this can have the effect of extending the behavior of those previously defined 
messages. In terms of guards, this would correspond to  relaxing for a subclass 
the conditions under which a message can be invoked, whereas in Frolund’s 
treatment those conditions should become more restrictive. 

Yet another point of similarity is Matsuoka’s and Yonezawa’s [23] goal of 
reducing synchronization code to the minimum, a goal fully consistent with the 
complete elimination of such code that we advocate. Finally, a different solution 
proposed by Matsuoka and Yonezawa [23] based on the use of reflection bears 
some resemblance to our use of module inheritance for cases where the behavior 
of messages has to be modified. The point is that, very roughly speaking, one 
could regard the module inheritance techniques that we have proposed as a very 
well structured form of static reflection where the code is modified at compile 
time. 
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Petri nets are monoids. 

A Rewriting Logic 

This appendix gives the rules of deduction of rewriting logic. 

A . l  Basic Universal Algebra 

For the sake of simplifying the  exposition, we treat  the unsorted case; the many- 
sorted and order-sorted cases can be given a similar treatment.  Therefore, a set 
C of function symbols is a ranked alphabet C = {C, I n E lN}. A C-algebra is 
then a set A together with an assignment of a function fA : A" - A for each 
f E En with n E IN. We denote by Tz the C-algebra of ground C-terms, and 
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by T x ( X )  the C-algebra of C-terms with variables in a set X. Similarly, given 
a set E of C-equations, T ~ , E  denotes the C-algebra of equivalence classes of 
ground C-terms modulo the equations E (i.e., modulo provable equality using 
the equations E ) ;  in the same way, T ~ , E ( X )  denotes the E-algebra of equivalence 
classes of E-terms with variables in X modulo the equations E.  Let [t]E or just 
[t] denote the E-equivalence class of t .  

Given a term t E T~((x1,. . . , z,}), and terms u l ,  . . . , u,, t (u l /z l ,  . . . , un/z,) 
denotes the term obtained from t by simultaneously substituting ui for xi, i = 
1,. . . , n. To simplify notation, we denote a sequence of objects a l , .  . . ,a ,  by E. 
With this notation, t(u1/z1,. . . , un/zn) can be abbreviated to  t(rii/z). 

A.2 

A signature in rewriting logic is a pair (C, E) with C a ranked alphabet of func- 
tion symbols and E a set of C-equations. Rewriting will operate on equivalence 
classes of terms modulo the set of equations E .  In this way, we free rewriting 
from the syntactic constraints of a term representation and gain a much greater 
flexibility in deciding what counts as a data structure; for example, string rewrit- 
ing is obtained by imposing an associativity axiom, and multiset rewriting by 
imposing associativity and commutativity. Of course, standard term rewriting 
is obtained as the particular case in which the set E of equations is empty. The 
idea of rewriting in equivalence classes is well known [18, 81. 

Given a signature ( C , E ) ,  sentences of the logic are sequents of the form 
[t]E - [ t ’ ] ~  with t ,  t’ C-terms, where t and t’ may possibly involve some vari- 
ables from the countably infinite set X = { X I ,  ..., x,, . ..}. A theory in this 
logic, called a rewrite theory, is a slight generalization of the usual notion of 
theory-which is typically defined as a pair consisting of a signature and a set of 
sentences for it-in that,  in addition, we allow rules to  be labelled. This is very 
natural for many applications, and customary for automata-viewed as labelled 
transition systems-and for Petri nets, which are both particular instances of 
our definition. 

The Rules of Rewriting Logic 

Definitionl. A (labelled) rewrate theory R is a 4-tuple R = (C, E, L ,  R)  where 
E is a ranked alphabet of function symbols, E is a set of E-equations, L is a 
set of labels, and R is a set of pairs R E L x ( T ~ , E ( X ) ~ )  whose first component 
is a label and whose second component is a pair of E-equivalence classes of 
terms, with X = (21,. . . , z,, . . .} a countably infinite set of variables. Elements 
of R are called rewrite rules.’l We understand a rule ( r ,  ([t], [t’l)) as a labelled 

To simplify the exposition the rules of the logic are given for the case of unconditional 
rewrite rules. However, all the ideas and results presented here have been extended 
to conditional rules in [25] with very general rules of the form 

r : [t] - [t’] if [.I] + [WI] A . .  . A [ ~ k ]  ---* [ z J ~ ] .  

This of course increases considerably the expressive power of rewrite theories, as 
illustrated by several of the examples presented in this paper. 
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sequent and use for it the notation T : [t] - [t’]. To indicate that {XI,. . . ,zn} 
is the set of variables occurring in either t or t‘, we write T : [t(z1, . . . , ~n)] - 
[ t ‘ (q , .  . . , z,)], or in abbreviated notation T : [t(F)] - [t’(Z)]. 

Given a rewrite themy R, we say that R entails a sequent [t] - [t’] and 
[t] - [t’] if and only if [t] - [t’] can be obtained by finite write R i- 

application of the following rules of deduction: 

1. Reflexivity. For each [t] E T~,E(X), 

2. Congruence. For each f E En, n E IN, 

[ill - [ti] . . . [&I - [GI 
[.f(tl, . . . tn)] - [f(t: j . . ., th)j 

3. Replacement. For each rewrite rule T : [t (z l , .  . . , z,)] - [t’(zl,. . . , z,)] 
in R. 

4. Transitivity. 
[ti] - It21 [tz] - [t3] 

[ti] -+ [t31 

A nice consequence of having defined rewriting logic is that concurrent rewrit- 
ing, rather than emerging as an operational notion, actually coincades with de- 
duction in such a logic. 

Definition2. Given a rewrite theory R = (C, E, L ,  R) ,  a (C, @-sequent [t] - 
[t’] is called a concurrent 72-rewrite (or just a rewrite) iff i t  can be derived from 
R by finite application of the rules 1-4. 
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